Enrichment Presentations/Workshops
Joined up Careers Derbyshire are passionate about promoting the health and social care
sector to educate on the range of roles and opportunities available - we’ve been doing this
by attending ‘market place’ events, and are also able to offer an enhanced experience for
students through a series of engaging and meaningful workshop sessions.
Joined Up Careers can offer enrichment workshop sessions to complement the health and
social care curriculum. The practical nature of the sessions enables theory learned in lessons
to be put into practice while embedding the knowledge and inspiring career choices.
Joined up Careers have developed a portfolio of engaging and interactive sessions that can
be delivered anywhere between 30 and 50 minute slots (usually to classes no larger than 30
pupils). The enrichment sessions we currently offer are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Careers in care
Effects of ageing
Equality and diversity
Safeguarding adults
Mental capacity and deprivation of liberty
Skills and values (including the importance of maths and English)

We’re also able to develop bespoke workshops at request.
‘The presentation had great insight into equality and diversity and the students were fully
engaged. The presentation was very informative and easy flowing. The college would love
more talks from Joined Up Careers for other groups of students.’
Derby College
‘The pupils certainly found the presentation interesting and a number of them have shown
an interest in pursuing some of the options. As a careers teacher, it opened up a world of
opportunities that would not normally have been covered in such detail. I would be very
interested in having more presentations from Joined Up Careers and would welcome the
opportunity to discuss future topics and dates.’
Thomas Moore School
If your school would be interested in accessing bespoke, interactive health and social care
enrichment sessions, please contact Hazel Jones on 07973 625109 or email
hazel.jones@derbyshire.gov.uk

